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Uniterm System: 
Coordinate Indexing Of Philatei'ic Documents 

By Cimon Morin 

Most of us who enjoy stamp collecting like to have some references on the 
subject. We need to read on our particular interest. Too often we he.ar: '\I 
have read something on the subject but I don't remember where I can fintl 
it now." All clubs have a lot of documentation. People usually borrow cata.
logs or check-lists from the library-the other material isn't borrowed mainly 
because it is not indexed, so the document is lost. 

How can we index philatelic literature? There's a lot of problems in
volved in, a good index: complex headings, and subdivisions, guides, form of 
description, etc. Most of the time the document is not fully indexed, and the 
system seems to be not very efficient. Documents to be indexed may be books, 
book chapters, pamphlets, articles, tear sheets, letters, auction catalogs, check
lists ... By coordinate indexing using "un~term" system you will have a fuily 
indexed· document and more time to spend on collecting stamps. Here is how 
it works: 

1. Each document is numbered as it is received. 
2. The document is then analyzed. Use explicit terms that should index 

fully the document. These terms constitute the "uniterms." 
3. Each uniterm is identified on top of a 3x5 card. This card is ruled 

vertically in ten columns reprinting the numbers O to 9. 
4. The document's number is then entered in the appropriate column 

FRANCE 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

182 

BIRDS 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
182 

CHECKLIST 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
182 

l 

FIG. I 
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according to the last digit. 
For example, let us take a clipping from a philatelic journal which reads: 

"Checklist . of birds reproduced on French stamps." This d-0cument is the 
182nd received and numbered like that. The uniterm cards will be as shown. 
(Fig. 1). 

Utilization of the index of uniterm cards is simple. The cards are filed 
in alphabetical order. The appropriate cards are withdrawn from the file 
and compared. Nrumbers common to the cards withdrawn are relevant to the, 
subject. Compare column by column and find the identical number; for a 
qufok look take the shortest numbers on each column and compare with the 
other cards (Fig. 2). 

BIRDS 

0 2 3 4 
10 61 12 3 24 

81 182 23 64 
101 113 

CHECKLIST 

0 1 2 

20 31 22 
40 182 

100 
110 

FIG, 2 

5 6 
15 36 

3 

13 
93 

116 
136 

4 

44 

7 
27 
57 

5 

165 

8 9 
88 19 

6 7 8 9 

6 37 89 
116 97 

Comparison of the two cards shows that the common numbers are 182 
and 116--which means that those two documents deal with a checklist on 
birds. More cards can be compared if documentation in specialized field 1s 
wanted. For example, for a checklist ·of birds reproduced on French stamps, 
uniterm cards to be compared are: checklist, birds :md France. 

For my personal file, indexes of urnite:rm cards are classified in three sec
tions: 

1. Country file: for country uniterm I use the country index in Scott 
Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue. 

2. Topical file: utilization of topical subjects appearing in the annual 
topical new issue publication of the American Topical Associaton. 

3. Philatelic file: a good index to a general handbook on philately and 
postage stamps can be used for appropriate words. 

Documents are kept in their numerical order and can be located immed• 
iately. When necessary, bibliographical references are indicated on the doc
i:;ment. A typewritten list of numbered documents can be made for the Ii• 
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brary's reference. There's only one further step to make pr'Oper bibliographies. 

(EDITOR'S NOTE: There's been a lot written here on indexing, filing, 
cross-referencing, in terms of large libraries. This indexing recommendation 
by Morin is predominantly for the sm<1.Il library, or at least for the library with 
n small volume of pamphlets, tear sheets and similar loose clippings. Other
wise, obviously, it would be impossible ·to maintain the holdings in order of 
accession. With that in mind, the "uniterm" system has certain merits. · One 
,immediate recommendation-use of a standard "keyword" system for index
ing, so that the whole project doesn't depend upon one man,'s rationale. Dan 
Vooy's subject index for philatelic indexing is one of several possibilities. Do 
readers have other suggestions to facilitate retrievability in the small li
brary?) 

NEW APRL OFFICERS AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

The following officers and members of the Board of Trustees were elected 
at the APRL meeting in Los Angeles, October 1973: President, George M. 
Martin; Vice President, Daniel W. Vooys; Secretary, Mrs. Lois M. Evans; 
Treasurer, Cyrus R. Thompson; Board of Trustees: : James M. Chemi, Emerson. 
A. Clark, Robert L. D. Davidson, Kenneth R. De Lisle, James T. DeVQSs, John 
E. Foxworth, Jr., David Lidman, George M. Martin, and Daniel W. Vooys. 

Front row. left to right: Evans, Vooys, Martin, Thompson; Back row: 
DeVoss, Foxworth, Clark, Davidson, Chemi. ,(Not shown: De Lisle, Lid~n). 
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